
HOW TO WRITE A THEATRE PRODUCTION REVIEWS

The performance of a play is a live experience, so it can be an exciting but difficult task to review. You have to be both
the spectator, taking in and enjoying the.

If you know some information about the theater building, it will be worth briefly mentioning. A timid theatre
review is often a dull read. Smart theatre publicists and marketing departments know these bloggers are
invaluable and will facilitate access by offering free tickets to those who write regularly and engagingly. Do
they offer evidence to support their opinions? Does the original plot of the play differ from the performance?
Write the review in third person. The reviewer should have a strong background in theatre so that their opinion
is informed and credible. Buy tickets to a performance. She is the author of two blogs, reviews live theater and
has a weekly column in the "Lansing State Journal. The reviewer should use acumen and balanced reflection
to be able to give valuable feedback as a part of the audience. Reaction to the whole play. Determine what was
the single most important aspect of that particular show. What plays has he or she already staged? What
should we learn from a review? The Reviews. A traditional theatre review often begins by giving the reader
some background about a production, a brief outline of plot and themes, a sense of what the staging looks and
sounds like; it offers an evaluation of writing, production and performances and concludes with a summing up.
How many times has it already been staged? Start your review with an attention grabber that will make the
reader believe that your review is worth reading. It is not necessary to comment upon every actor in a show,
but discuss those who made particularly strong contributions -- whether positive or negative -- to a production.
What is the difference between these performances? Has the play worked as a whole? The reviewer should
make a judgment based on expectations and reality. Always remember that all of our advice is only a
recommendation and only you can decide how your play review will look. Oh, and have fun. Do you like
when reviews are overly critical? Play Review Useful Tips Before starting to write the review, make sure that
you have understood the main aim of the review. Who is the director? Has the director cut any significant
moments from the original play? Go see a show, and write down your thoughts. Have you mentioned any
special effects? What is a review? Our guide on how to write a music review also will be helpful. Take a
notebook with you to the play and write down the most interesting moments, speeches, and impressions that
you can include in your review. A wider range of voices on many different platforms isn't challenging the
authority of us full-time theatre critics but broadening it. Think about the idea the director tried to deliver to
the audience. Pick several important episodes and evaluate their quality. Write down everything: the best
speeches, the most impressive moments, associations, thoughts, and insights. Keep opinions professional.
There is no need to list all the characters and evaluate them. When you finish answering the questions, you
will have a good base for your first draft. If something was good in a show, ask yourself why and what
specifically made it good; do the same if something was bad in a show. You get one chance to see the show so
make the most of the time. So was the reviewer right about our show, or the other one? Know the genre of the
show, its plot and its history.


